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Contents and General Notes
Bridging materials have been written to help you make the transition to the higher
level of study expected in the Sixth Form. These resources allow you to prepare for
the first few weeks of your new course.
Wider reading and research are essential to your progress at this level. You should
read the sources carefully and take summary notes to help you understand and
process the information at a deeper level. A Level study involves at least 16 hours
of independent work per week and reading/research should take up part of this
time.
Please note all students are to complete their chosen subject specific bridging
materials before Wednesday 7 September 2016.
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Subject
Context

A Level Art & Design

Practical
Task 1

We are very keen that you come to school for the first lesson with work to
develop and put into your book. Your first task is to take 9 photographs of
close-ups of interesting surfaces. Consider the texture, colours and marks
these surfaces have. Please have these printed out so that they are
approximately 6 cm square.
Task 2 is about you beginning to engage with artists work.
Here is a link to a very comprehensive list of visual artists. Select 5 artists
and produce a PowerPoint or Keynote presentation with a page dedicated
to each artist. In addition to finding out information about these five artists
you should also produce a single response about each artist and
photograph it. Add this to the PowerPoint or Keynote presentation so that
the final document will be a minimum of 10 slides long. Bring in both the
presentation and your work.

Practical
Task 2

Central in developing your knowledge, skills and understanding of art is
your engagement with reading and research about artists and artists’
techniques, equipment and materials and approaches. Having an
understanding of the history of art and the most influential artists of the past
and present is as important as developing your skills. Bringing all this
together with comprehensive evidence in your work through written and
visual analysis will help your deeper understanding and demonstrate the
level of engagement in the course and subject. Across all of the A Level
assessment objectives is the judgment of your work and how you have
made connection with the work of others, techniques, processes and
equipment.

Do take time to look at a number of artists work. Don't be happy with the
first five you look at. Have a look at many. In your presentation you should
also include a brief evaluation of the work you share and why you have
chosen these artists to work from.

Written tasks

List of visual artists: https://seaberg.wikispaces.com/Artists
Developing your understanding of how artists work is an essential and
fascinating aspect of arts education.
Below are 4 short movies. Watch all 4 and write a short essay (500 words)
in response to watching them. Things which you may wish to comment on:
Do you like the work? Why or why not? What materials and techniques are
used that you were surprised by? What are the different approaches the
artists have towards creating work? Do consider the language and
vocabulary you are using.
https://youtu.be/EgSAtBCRzuk
https://youtu.be/SpZbJagmC1Y
https://youtu.be/dRRS34VI__Y
https://youtu.be/_Yboc75WufE
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Subject
Context

Written
tasks

A Level Biology
In September you will be studying the detailed structure of animal and plant cells
and will be expected to identify and describe the function of a range of organelles.
You will also be studying the structure and function of DNA and how it controls the
activity of the cell. Both of these topics will be examined at the end of Year 13.
Tasks 1 – 3 are compulsory.
1. Produce a summary of the following organelles found in cells: Nucleus,
Nucleolus, Ribosome, Mitochondrion, Golgi apparatus, Golgi vesicles
Lysosome, Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum, Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum,
Chloroplast, Cell wall and cell vacuole. For each organelle you must include
a diagram showing the structure as seen with an electron microscope, state
whether it is found in plants and/or animal cells, and give a brief (no more
than 15 words) outline of its function. You can display this work in whatever
way suits you but you must bring it to your first biology lesson in September.
This work will form your notes on organelles for this course.
2. DNA is found in the nucleus and is an important information-carrying
molecule. DNA is made of building blocks called nucleotides. Find out which
biological molecules make up a nucleotide.
Draw 4 diagrams showing the basic structure of the different nucleotides
found in DNA.
Draw and label a diagram showing the structure of the DNA molecule.
3. Listen to a few podcasts from ‘thenakedscientist’ website and produce a one
page poster summarising an article that interests you. We will make a wall
display of the best ones in September.

Tasks 4 is an extension task
Produce a summary of the problems caused when organelles do not function
correctly.
Reading
The following online websites will give you information about the organelles found in
for task 1 - cells.
compulsory http://www.heckmondwikegrammar.net/index.php?p=10312
http://www.mrothery.co.uk/cells/cellnotes.htm
http://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/biology/cells-and-organelles/revise-it/organelles
http://www.cellsalive.com/cells/3dcell.htm
Website for The following online websites will give you information about DNA
task 2 compulsory

http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/cellular-microscopic/dna1.htm
http://www.mrothery.co.uk/module2/keyfactsdna.htm
Website for Each week on radio five there is an interesting science programme (5 live science)
task 3 which looks at new developments in science. The programme is currently broadcast
compulsory on Saturday 5am and Sunday 8pm. There is also an accompanying website with
podcasts.
http://www.thenakedscientists.com/HTML/podcasts/
http://www.thenakedscientists.com/
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

A Level Business
When you start this course we will cover the following introductory topics:
 Understanding the nature and purpose of business
 Understanding different business forms
 Understanding that businesses operate within an external environment
 Understanding management, leadership and decision making
 Understanding management decision making
 Understanding the role and importance of stakeholders
The following books will give you an overview of the basic ideas encountered
in the first term.
Management in 10 Words – T Leahy
Key Management Ideas: Thinkers that Changed the Management World (3rd
Ed) – S Crainer.

Wider
research

You are not expected to purchase these books and may consider taking the
books out of the local library.
The following online sources will give you an insight into the theories and
concepts as well as some specific reading for the bridging assignment.
http://beta.tutor2u.net/
Tesco: The decline and fall of the supermarket giant and its share price in
one chart
The decline of Tesco is a good old-fashioned morality tale
The decline of the Tesco empire
Tesco losses: Can 'Drastic Dave' Lewis turn supermarket around?

Written
tasks

Challenge Research:
Listen to ‘In Business/Global Business/Business Matters’ on BBC iPlayer
Radio.
Report Preparation
Look at current news articles on the recent demise of a once great British
retailer enjoying worldwide success. You must have effectively used and
referenced at least two sources of information in your writing of a short report
(no more than three word processed pages including
subheadings/subsections) containing answers to the following questions:
1. What decisions do Tesco need to make in order to move forward
positively? – What do you believe they could do? You may wish to look
at previous strategies, methods of growth or activities of competitors. (10
marks)
2. Who will make the decisions? Who needs to be considered and
consulted when making decisions? – Who may be interested in the
performance/success of the business? (look into their stakeholders) Fully
explain your reasons for choosing these and how they could be impacted.
(10 marks)
3. Evaluate Tesco’s current level of success within grocery retailing–
How does a business measure success? (Sales? Profit? Market share?)
What evidence can you find from within Tesco? How does it compare to
the past and their competitors? (12 marks)
N.B. A further maximum of 8 marks will be awarded for completion of ALL
parts, effort and presentation.
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Subject
Topic
Context

Wider
readings

Wider
research
Written
tasks

A Level Chemistry
Organic
You will have encountered basic organic chemistry at GCSE (alkanes,
alkenes, alcohols etc.). At A Level you will expand your knowledge of this,
becoming familiar with the behaviour of a greater variety of organic
compounds. At the heart of this will be your ability to represent and name
these compounds. During A Level you will follow internationally agreed
conventions outlined by IUPAC.
The following online resources will introduce the basic rules for naming and
drawing organic molecules.
http://www.chemguide.co.uk/basicorg/conventions/draw.html
http://www.chemguide.co.uk/basicorg/conventions/names.html
Follow the link to see the work done by IUPAC.
http://www.iupac.org/home/about.html
1) Write out a set of rules to be used when representing (drawing)
molecules in both skeletal and full displayed forms.
2) Write out a guide to naming alkanes, including branched alkanes,
alkenes and haloalakanes.
You should be prepared for a written test on the work covered here when you
start in September.
Over the A level course you will be required to name molecules using the
IUPAC nomenclature. By completing this you will get a basic introduction to
this. You will also be required to represent molecules in both skeletal and
displayed forms.
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Topic
Context

Wider
readings

Calculations and green chemistry
You will have encountered basic physical chemistry at GCSE (Ar, relative
atomic mass, Mr, relative formula mass, the relationship between moles, mass,
molarity etc….). At A level you will expand your knowledge of this and learn
how to use these expressions in a variety of amount of substance calculations.
In order to be successful you will need to have a good understanding of
standard form conversions, a knowledge of significant figures and the ability to
rearrange equations. You will also be required to write chemical formulae for
ionic equations as well as constructing balanced chemical formulae from word
equations.
The following online resources will help you with your understanding of
chemical calculations
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_aqa_pre_2011/chemcal
c/chemcalc_higherrev1.shtml

Wider
research
Written
tasks

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/triple_ocr_21c/further_chemi
stry/green_chemistry/revision/1/
Read the following BBC article on the 2005 Nobel prize for chemistry
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4311832.stm
1. Complete “Chemistry – Expressing numbers.pdf”. The calculations you
will complete over the course will require you to be confident working
with standard form and representing your answer to suitable number of
significant figures.
2. Complete “Y11 to12 Bridging Work - Calculation Questions” on firefly (if
you have access to this)
https://learning.hgs.n-yorks.sch.uk/chemistry/ks5---year-12/y11-to12bridging-work---calculation-questions
If you do not have a HGS log on please complete the calculations
worksheet “Chemistry – Bridging Calculations.pdf” available on the HGS
website) in the Applying section.
During the A level course you will need to be confident with calculations
in Chemistry. A sound understanding of the calculations completed at
GCSE will prepare you for what will be required at A level.
3. Follow the link to the RSC worksheet on green chemistry and complete
this.
http://www.rsc.org/Education/Teachers/Resources/Inspirational/resource
s/6.6.1.pdf
This will test your understanding of substance calculations and also
provide an insight in to the challenges facing modern chemical
engineers.
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

A Level Computer Science
There are two main aims of this course, the first to discover the science behind
computers and computer systems. The second to learn how to develop
computer software. Whilst this course will develop your ability to program, there
is no basic introduction and you must have experience of programming, before
you start in September.
The specification is assessed by two exams and one non-exam programming
project. Paper 1 is a practical, on-screen, examination which tests your ability to
program. Paper 2 focuses on the hardware and software aspects of computer
science and the social and economic consequences of computing.
The following websites will give you an overview of the course and a look at
some of the course material.
Course Specification: http://goo.gl/I1S50K
Resources for Practical Exam: https://goo.gl/yMZymH
Resources for Theory Exam: https://goo.gl/p5fWHM
Challenge readings
Stack Overflow is a question and answer site for professional and enthusiast
programmers. As your experience of programming grows, you will be surprised
how often you end up here.
http://stackoverflow.com/

Wider
research

The following online sources will give you an insight into the various
programming languages that we will study.
HTML - used to create websites
http://goo.gl/ALw9Kp
CSS - used to format websites
http://goo.gl/koEv6h
Challenge research

Written
tasks

PHP – used to add interactivity to websites
http://goo.gl/NBr2pP
Assignment Preparation
If you have no experience of programming, you will need to work hard over the
summer. Your task is to learn the basics of the Python programming language.
You will be using Codecademy an online interactive platform that offers free
coding classes.
Step 1:
Navigate to http://www.codecademy.com either on a PC or an iPad and sign up.
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Step 2:
Once signed in, select their Python course
http://www.codecademy.com/tracks/python

Step 3:
Please complete the first two tasks on Python Syntax.

Note: Any technical issues, please contact Mr Toms
dst@harrogategrammar.co.uk
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

BTEC Creative Media Production
Each piece of well-designed graphics work will follow four basic principles. They
are interconnected, but discussed separately for ease of understanding. It
would be unusual that only one principle is applied; at the same time, not all
have to be followed!
Principle 1: Contrast
Avoid elements that are similar
If the elements (and these can be anything from font typeface, colour, size, line
thickness, shape, space) are not the same, then make them very different.
This is often the most visually striking and therefore most important principle to
recognise; contrast helps clarify the communication and attracts the reader to
the content.
Principle 2: Repetition
Repeat colours, shapes, textures, line thicknesses, fonts throughout a
document. Repeating visual elements develops organisation and builds a
common theme through even a single page piece.
Principal 3: Alignment
Place everything carefully. There should be a connection between everything in
a document to create a clean, sophisticated look to a document.
Principle 4: Proximity
When an element relates to another on a document, they should be visually
close together. Grouping items in the same proximity creates units rather than
separate entities. This again helps to organise, simplifies the content and
provides a
clear
structure to
Also:
the
Use blank space
document.

Be asymmetrical - don’t centre everything!

So when
designing
a
document
think:
Contrast
Alignment
Repetition
Proximity

LARGE

Use
or small font sizes
Have bold or minimal graphics if they suit the
purpose of the document!

The principles applied
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Contrast

Repetition

Alignment

Proximity
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Task
Sketch out three alternative business card designs for a new ‘media agency’ business
venture.
● Your name will be the business name and will be the logo part of the card
● The address should be the school’s address
● Decide on a slogan that could be used with the card
Annotate the designs to detail font and
colour choice
Evaluate each sketch to explain how you
have followed each of the four principles
This should be done on paper; sketch
the designs using pencil first then go
over in a darker pen to make them easier
to scan.

Make your designs even better by using
the guidance in the extended reading section that follows. Include how you have changed
your work in your evaluations.
Wider research:
Logo Design
http://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/pro-guide-logo-design-21221
Gestalt Principles
http://graphicdesign.spokanefalls.edu/tutorials/process/gestaltprinciples/gestaltprinc.htm
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Subject
Context
Wider
readings

A Level Drama and Theatre Studies
When you start this course we will study two very different theatre practitioners:
Constantin Stanislavski and Antonin Artaud.
Read a play you would consider naturalistic (e.g. Cat on a Hot Tin Roof or A
Doll's House) and another play that you would consider non-naturalistic (e.g.
4:48 Psychosis or Animal Farm).
Challenge readings

Wider
research

Read a play that could be both naturalistic and non-naturalistic in performance.
Research the lives of both practitioners: Constantin Stanislavski
and Antonin Artaud
Challenge research
Research the context of when both these practitioners were working, focus on
understand political, social and cultural factors that might have influenced them.

Written
tasks

Write a review for each of the plays from the tasks above. The review must
reference the research that you have carried out in ‘wider research’. Each
review should be a minimum of 500 words.
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

Wider
research

A Level Macro Economics
When you start this course we will cover the following introductory topics
looking at the government aims, these are:
 Growth
 Reducing Unemployment and Inequality
 Maintaining price stability- 2% CPI inflation
 Improving Trade (Balance of Payments exports should be greater
than imports)
The following books will give you an overview of the macro economic
problems:
Howard Davies
The Chancellors Tales: Managing the British Economy
Michael Lewis
The Big Short
Ha Joon Chang
23 Things they don’t tell you about Capitalism –
John Kay
The Truth about Markets
Challenge readings:
Paul Krugman
The Return of Depression Economics
Richard C. Koo
Lessons from Japan’s Great Recession
You are not expected to purchase these books and may consider taking the
books out of the local library.
The following sources will give you an insight into the current economic
position both in the UK and abroad:
Economics online
http://economicsonline.co.uk
BBC
www.bbc.co.uk
The Office for National
Statistics
www.ons.gov.uk/welcome.htm
UK Treasury
www.hm-treasury.gov.uk
The Bank of England www.bankofengland.co.uk
This is Money
www.thisismoney.co.uk/economy
Challenge websites
Khan Academy

https://www.khanacademy.org

Inside Job (2010, director Charles Ferguson), narrated by Matt Damon.
Many students have become attracted to economics because of its
newsworthy nature since the financial crises 2008. The best way to
understand why and how the banking crisis started and how it tipped the
world into recession is to sit back and watch the documentary Inside Job.

Written
tasks

Challenge research to broaden your understanding:
The Office for National Statistics www.ons.gov.uk/welcome.htm
Try listen to the Today programme on Radio 4 (Mon - Sat 6:00am – 9:00am)
Watch the Channel 4 News at 7pm.
Assignment Preparation
Using all the research that you have carried out produce a HGS Economist
Article outlining how you think the UK economy is currently performing. Refer
to the economic aims in the context section above and include any graphs or
evidence that provide evidence for your article. In your conclusion explain
what you think will happen to the UK economy in the future.
Bring a print out of your article, which should be no more than two sides of
A4, to your first economics lesson.
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

A Level Micro Economics
When you start this course we will cover the following introductory topics:
 How markets work and how scarce resources are allocated. This is
how prices are decided for example energy prices and fuel prices are
much documented currently.
 Positive side effects from government intervention for example
education, health care.
 Positive side effects that individuals create for example well-kept
gardens.
 Negative side effects from excessive consumption in the market for
example alcohol and smoking.
 Negative side effects from excessive production creating pollution and
congestion.
The following books will give you an overview of the basic ideas encountered
in the first term:
Tim Harford
Steven D. Levitt

David Smith
Robert Frank

Wider
research

The Undercover Economist
Logic of Life
Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the
Hidden Side of Everything
Free Lunch
Economic Naturalist

Challenge reading
Wilkinson & Pickett The Spirit Level: Why more Equal Societies almost
always do better.
You are not expected to purchase these books and may consider taking the
books out of the local library.
The following online sources will give you an insight into the history and
current impacts of how markets work:
www.timharford.com
www.bbc.co.uk

Written
tasks

Daily Challenge research
Try listen to the Today programme on Radio 4 (Mon - Sat 6:00am – 9:00am)
and watch the Channel 4 News at 7pm.
Assignment Preparation
Using a smartphone or tablet explore your locality to take pictures of
examples of economics around you. The bullet pointed list in the context
section above should give you lots of inspiration of examples of photos to
take to show economics in action.
Tweet these pictures to the Economics and Business Department at
Harrogate Grammar School Twitter @EconatHGS with an explanation of how
they demonstrate economics in action. (If you do not have a Twitter Account,
creating a twitter account is part of your induction work).
With the research you have collected create a presentation that explains why
your images raise interesting economics questions. If they are negative
images, outline possible solutions to these problems. This will be needed for
your first economics lesson.
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Subject
Context
Wider
readings

Wider
research

A Level English Language
When you begin this course you will study a range of texts and analyse key
linguistic and stylistic features.
The following online resources will give you an overview of the basic ideas
encountered in the first term.
www.newi.acenglishresources/workunits/alevel/lang/jgehilbain.html
http://www.universalteacher.org.uk/lang/pragmatics.htm
Challenge reading
www.crystalreference.com/David-Crystal/index
The following text sources will give you an insight into the key linguistic areas
covered in the course:
CRYSTAL, David, The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of The English Language,
CUP, 1995 (ISBN0521401798)

Written
tasks

Challenge research
FREEBORNE, Dennis Varieties of English, Macmillan (ISBN0333589173)
THORNE, Sara, Mastering Advanced English Language, Macmillan, 1996
(ISBN 0333628322)
You are not expected to purchase these books and may consider taking the
books out of the local library.
Read the scanned recipe overleaf carefully. Write a 400-600 word
commentary on how effectively the writer uses language to suit audience and
purpose. You must consider:
 word classes (nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs particularly)
 sentence form and function (simple? compound? complex?
declarative? imperative? interrogative? exclamative?)
 register (how formal or informal is the piece? evidence?)
Create a glossary of language terms based around terminology which you
already know e.g. adjective, noun, proper noun, declarative sentences,
superlative, pronoun, adverb etc. You will add to this as you are introduced to
new terminology throughout the course. You can do this on paper or on an
iPad.
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Subject
Context

A Level English Literature
On this course you will study five texts. We encourage you to purchase and
read three of these. These can be read as iBooks but many students of
literature benefit from having a paper version to annotate which often
contains helpful additional study notes.
The three texts are:
“The Great Gatsby” by F Scott Fitzgerald*
“Oranges are not the Only Fruit” by Jeanette Winterson*
“Othello” by William Shakespeare
“The Picture of Dorian Gray” Oscar Wilde
“A Streetcar Named Desire” Tennessee Williams
1 modern poetry collection
1 pre-1900 poetry collection

Wider
readings

We will ask you to read and research critical views of these three texts.
You may find online and published AQA Guides, Advanced York notes and
Phillip Allen published and online guides helpful.
In addition, the online Jstore Library is a useful source of academic journal
and reviews.

Wider
research

Written
tasks

To widen your appreciation of the three texts you could read other texts from
similar genres and/or writing by the same authors.
In addition you may wish to watch a selection of film versions of the three
texts.
We advise you to purchase and read your own copy of “The Great Gatsby” by
F Scott Fitzgerald and “A Streetcar Named Desire” by Tennessee Williams.
The Penguin Classics version is advised.
Also, you need to complete an A4 page fact file on life, society and politics in
America from 1920 -1930 and a second one, with the same focus, on the
decade 1940-1950.
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Subject
Context

Wider
Reading
(Grammar)

A Level French
When you start this course you will be expected to have a sound grasp of
the past, present and future tenses and other core aspects of French
grammar.
All students will have different starting points and so varying amounts of
work will be required in order to begin the course at a similar point.
It is very important that you have a good understanding of basic tenses in
French.
We will revisit this grammar in year 12, but you will be setting yourself up
well if you have a good handle on your grammar. With that in mind you are
requested to revise the following tenses.
 Present
 Perfect (passé composé)
 Future (le Futur)
 Imperfect (L’imparfait)
You should revise how to conjugate these tense in all persons of the verb (I,
you, he/ she, we, you, they) with reference to the verbs you have to learn for
the vocab task below.

Wider
Research

There will be a test at the start of the Autumn term on tenses to
establish your current level.
Reading is an important part of the course, both for understanding longer
texts, and for increasing vocabulary and grammatical awareness.
For the start of the summer term, we would like you to read 3 articles and
summarise them in English (French if you wish). News stories should be
about something that you find interesting, or something that is relevant to
the topics you will study. The length of them may vary. You should print out
the article, summarise it, and provide a list of key vocabulary. That way we
can share articles around the group for further reading practice.
This is a good website to sue: http://www.1jour1actu.com/
A key aspect of the course is the ability to give and explain your opinion on
a variety of different issues. This involves you first of all forming an opinion.
With this in mind, keep a keen eye on the UK news over the holidays and
develop opinions on issues.
Visit French news websites.
o http://www.lemonde.fr
o http://lci.tf1.fr
o http://www.lefigaro.fr
o http://www.liberation.fr
Download an app called 6play on your iPad- search in the app store for M6.
This is the app from a popular French TV channel. Not all programs are
available outside of France, but there is a good selection, and many French
versions of British shows such as Come Dine with Me- they are great for
improving listening skills and it is easy to follow what is going on.
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Vocab
task

Written
Task

Follow the link to this quizlet and learn the key verbs.
http://quizlet.com/43916593/as-french-important-verbs-flash-cards/
You will also be expected to use these verbs in the perfect, imperfect,
present and future tenses, so bear this in mind when revising the grammar
mentioned above.
Vocabulary will be regularly uploaded to HarrogategrammarMFL on quizlet
on the different topics, so feel free to get ahead and familiarise yourself with
the vocabulary.
http://quizlet.com/HarrogategrammarMFL
You are also expected to write a page of A4 about yourself and your
interests (past, present and future) entitled “Je me présente” in French
ready for the first lesson back.
These will be taken in and marked as part of a baseline assessment. This is
your opportunity to show what you can do and it will be the first impression
we have of you as you embark on your A level studies.
You are encouraged to use dictionaries/ word reference, but any online
translation software is not permitted. Also, avoid looking up every word,
which is a sure sign you are overcomplicating your work. Stick to the
structures you learnt at GCSE, as these are what will be built upon at A
level.
Things to include: Info regarding family and friends; What are you like as a
person/ student; Your interests; What did you do over the summer holidays;
Your ambitions for the future.
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Subject
Context

A Level Geography
You will study both Physical and Human Geography topics. This work is
based on the first physical topic.
Topic 1: Water and carbon Cycles
Cycling of carbon and water are central to supporting life on earth and an
understanding of these cycles underpins some of the most difficult
international challenges of our times.
Whether we consider climate change, water security or flood risk hazard an
understanding of physical process is central to analysis of the geographical
consequences of environmental change.

Wider
readings/
viewings

The first physical geography topic contains a wide range of key terms.
Becoming familiar with these terms will help you to access the content of the
first unit more rapidly.
The following link will take you to an online physical geography glossary of
terms:
http://www.physicalgeography.net/glossary.html
Select the starting letter of the term that you are searching for from the
glossary home page.

Wider
research

An additional site is:
http://geographyfieldwork.com/Glossaries.htm
The following online sources will give you an insight into some issues related
to the course:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/south_asia/3929217.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/south_asia/8147017.stm
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/06/china-one-child-policyproblems-ageing-population

Written
tasks

Challenge research – explore the following websites
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-15368276
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/environment-agency
To enable you to access the learning more effectively in September compile
a glossary of the key terms listed below. This should be done digitally so that
your glossary can be amended and/or added to later. You may choose to
include images or illustrations to accompany each term.
General terms:
Water cycle, Carbon cycle, Lithosphere, Hydrosphere, Cryosphere and
Atmosphere.
Water cycle terms:
Evaporation, Condensation, Cloud Precipitation, Open system, Transpiration,
Runoff, Interception, Surface water, Soil water, Groundwater, Channel
storage, Stemflow, Infiltration, Overland flow, Channel flow, Water balance,
Flood hydrograph and Water abstraction.
Carbon cycle terms:
Photosynthesis, Respiration, Decomposition, Combustion, Carbon
sequestration and Weathering.
21

Further
research

Task

The Royal Geographical Society have produced an overview document
outlining the main content of this unit for teachers and students. The
document can be found by following the link below:
https://www.rgs.org/NR/rdonlyres/6FDC37EC-9324-4CE7-8A9686DFCA1EABB0/0/SCO_WaterandCarbonCycling.pdf
Print the document out or save to your iPad. Read it through at least twice
to get a feel for the content of this unit. Highlight key terms in the document.
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Subject
Context

Wider
Reading

A Level German
When you start this course you will be expected to have a sound grasp of the
past, present and future tenses (for both regular and irregular verbs) and other
core aspects of German grammar, such as: the Verb 2nd Rule, use of modal verbs
and sending the verb to the end of a clause after “weil”/”obwohl” and other such
subordinating conjunctions. Please look over your grammar notes from GCSE to
ensure that you understand these key concepts. You will also be expected to
have a solid vocabulary base. Please go over the vocabulary that you learned for
your GCSE exams so that you are not “rusty” after the long summer break. You
will also be expected to have learnt some new vocabulary (details below), ready
for working to a higher level in September. AS German is a fantastic course as it
gives scope to communicate far more fluidly than at GCSE and it is therefore far
more enjoyable, exciting and rewarding. However, you need to ensure that you
have confidence with the key aspects mentioned above, ready for driving
forwards in September. Viel Glück!
Vocabulary: Sign up to www.quizlet.com and search for the set called:
“HGS 2016 A-Level German starter list”
There are 60 words to try to learn. That’s less than one single per day! Das ist
einfach!
If you know them properly by September you’ll be in a good place to start. Please
learn them well. Bitte, bitte, bitte!
The “flashcard”, “learn” and “speller” modes are the best for improving your
learning, but there are also some fun games that help too. Try to beat the scores
set by the current Year 12!
- The list is actually tougher this year than it was last year.

Grammar: Read the four-sided photocopied booklet (given out on induction day)
or please email ahs@harrogategrammar.co.uk to receive a digital copy, as a
minimum to your grammar recapping. Reread your own notes/appropriate
websites to support your grammar recap. Prove your understanding of the three
main tenses by translating the 30 sentences from the back page of the booklet
from English to German. Viel Spaß! Grammatik ist super wichtig!
Wider
Research one city/town/place/area of a German-speaking country and prepare a
Research short presentation in German (one minute or so of speaking) on why you would
like to go there/live there. Perhaps you have been there before, perhaps you
know someone who has. The emphasis here is a personal touch, e.g. Ich finde
… interessant, weil … There should be absolutely nothing copied from a foreign
website; it should all be in your own words.
Written
Produce a piece of writing to let us know a bit about yourself and consolidate your
Task
understanding of the past, present and future tenses. Don’t copy chunky
paragraphs that you have already used in a Controlled Assessment. Also don’t go
mad with Googletranslate or any other such website. It should be about you,
written in your words and doesn’t need to be too long. We just want to check your
understanding and application of key grammar at the same time as learning a bit
about you. Please split it into three:
- An introduction about yourself, personality and interests (approx. 100
words)
- An account of what you did during the summer holiday (approx. 100
words)
Your plans for the future (approx. 100 words)
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Subject
Context

Wider
reading

Wider
research

Written
tasks

A Level Government and Politics
When you start this course we will study a modules on Participation and
Election. The exam content for this course will involve 5, 10 and 25 mark
questions. You need to be aware of the methods in which people vote, the
policies that parties stand for and why people are becoming disengaged in the
voting process.
The following online articles will give you an overview of the basic ideas
encountered in the first term.
http://www.parliament.uk/
http://www.ukpolitics.org.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/politics
Challenge readings
http://www.psa.ac.uk/psa/news
http://www.economist.com/topics/british-politics
http://britishpoliticsgroup.blogspot.co.uk/
The following online sources will give you an insight into the history and
current policies of the main parties.
https://www.conservatives.com
http://www.labour.org.uk/content/index
http://www.libdems.org.uk/
http://www.ukip.org/
http://www.snp.org/
Read the overleaf document on the EU referendum and answer the questions
for Part A. Use the above reading and web links to answer Part B.
Questions: Part A
1. Why is a referendum to be held on UK membership of the EU?
2. Provide a breakdown of results for the EU referendum – Scotland,
Wales, North of England and South of England (including turnout).
3. Assess the impact on UK politics based on the recent referendum
result and for key individuals and their future in politics (Boris
Johnston, David Cameron etc.)
Questions: Part B
1. Name the leader for each of the major political parties and 3 key
policies that they stand for.
2. Define the following key words: Democracy; Referendum; Mandate;
Pressure Group; Legitimacy.
3. Write a short summary on why you think young people fail to engage
in politics.
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The EU Referendum: a defining moment in UK politics?
The last time there was a referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU was in 1975. The context
was not totally unlike today:
 Then, as now, the governing party (Labour in 1975) was split on whether the UK should
remain in the EU.
 Then, as is proposed now, the government had renegotiated the terms of UK membership.
 Then, also, public opinion seemed to be fairly equally divided in advance of the referendum
campaign.
At the start of the 1975 campaign it seemed that a ‘No’ (i.e. Leave) vote was quite likely, but by the
end the result was decisive: For staying in the EU – 67.23%; For leaving the EU – 32.77% (Turnout
65%). Although there were claims that the ‘yes’ campaign had more resources available to it, the
decisiveness of the result silenced the referendum’s critics.
During the coalition government of 2010-15 the Conservative Party developed the idea that, if
elected to government in 2015, ministers would attempt to renegotiate the terms of UK
membership and persuade its European partners to develop internal reforms of the EU. The party
made a manifesto commitment to hold a referendum on the issue by 2017.
Why is UK membership such a key issue?
There are a number of reasons why the new Conservative government believes a referendum is
essential:
 It is 40 years since the last EU referendum and there are many who argue it is time for
another vote on the issue. There are now two generations who have not been given the
opportunity to give their opinion.
 Immigration has become a major issue in British politics. However, it is a basic principle of
the EU that there should be free movement of people and labour. This means that, as a full
member, the UK cannot close its borders to migrants from EU countries. Furthermore, the
rules of the EU do not allow the UK to discriminate (mainly in terms of available welfare
benefits) against such migrants in order to deter them from entering the country.
 The rise of UKIP has forced the Conservative Party to address the issue. UKIP is opposed to
UK membership and attracted 12.6% of the national vote in 2015.
 There is significant minority of the Conservative Party (possibly 60-100 MPs) who are
Eurosceptic and either oppose UK membership altogether or demand deep reforms to the
way the EU works. This minority may well cause problems for the party leadership. It should
also be emphasised that there are members of the current cabinet who are Eurosceptic, so
the long-term unity of the government is also at stake.
 There is a widespread and long-held belief that the European Union is fundamentally
internally undemocratic, in particular that its decision-making processed are not accountable
enough. The main critics suggest that the UK has been given up too much sovereignty to
Europe and that some of this needs to be reclaimed.
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The arguments for and against UK membership
In favour of membership
Most economists, though not all, argue that
there are enormous benefits to the British
economy from membership. This is the result of
free trade and the access it gives UK firms to a
huge European market.
Being a member increases the UK’s influence in
the world by being part of such a powerful
political and economic bloc.
The free movement of people and labour gives
UK citizens the right to work and live in large
parts of Europe.

The EU features pooled sovereignty. Therefore,
although the UK has lost some national
sovereignty it also now has some influence over
affairs in other EU states.
Trade unions in particular argue that the EU
guarantees rights for workers which would be
in jeopardy if we withdrew. Consumer groups
believe that consumer protection is best
guaranteed within the EU.
Some parts of the UK would suffer from the
loss of EU grants and subsidies, notably
agriculture and areas of deprivation such as
deprived inner cities and areas of high
unemployment.
British member will prevent the complete
domination of Europe by a two-state axisGermany and France.

Against membership
Membership takes away flexibility for UK
economic policy, notably over corporate taxes,
wage levels, working practices and consumer
protection measures.
The UK loses some independence over its own
foreign policy positions.
The UK is unable to control its borders
effectively because of free movement of people
within the EU. This has become especially acute
since the migrant crisis worsened dramatically
during the summer of 2015.
Many decisions are now made outside the UK,
in the European Commission and Council of
Ministers. Therefore the UK has lost a great
deal of sovereignty.
There is excessive ‘red tape’ in the EU, which
holds back economic growth.

The UK is a net contributor to EU funds, i.e. it
pays more to the EU than it receives in various
subsidies and grants. It can be argued that the
UK would receive a boost to public finances if it
left.
Eurosceptic argue that it will be possible for the
UK to remain in a customs union i.e. without
tariffs on imports and exports, and so retain the
economic benefits, but not be part of a political
union.

The political consequences of leaving
If the UK leaves the EU, the political consequences will be far reaching. The likely possibilities
include:
 A large amount of legislation will have to be passed in order to replace current EU
legislation. Parliament might be busy with the task for several years and many issues, such
as workplace rights, consumer protections, and agricultural and industrial subsidies, will be
fought over between the parties.
 The SNP has pointed out that, if Scotland votes to stay in the EU, while the UK as a whole
votes to leave, there will be a constitutional crisis and the demands for full Scottish
independence might well become irresistible. To a lesser extent the same problem applies to
Wales.
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 It will probably end the great schism in the Conservative Party between pro and antiEuropean factions. This will be a comfort to the party, which constantly threatens to fall
apart over Europe.
 It may well be that UKIP will go out of existence. Its principal raison d’etre will no longer
exist, so the appeal of the party will become limited.
 There will be a great debate over how best to manage immigration with the constraints of
EU membership removed.
The political consequences of staying in
 Both UKIP and the Eurosceptic wing of the Conservative Party will have been outflanked by
the popular vote, especially if there is a decisive result. Anti-European politicians will lose
their authority to campaign against UK membership.
 The UK will still have the problem of what to do about immigration while the UK’s borders
are still open to the rest of the EU.
 At least the government will feel more able to deal with its European counterparts, knowing
that UK membership is more secure.
 On the other hand, the UK government’s negotiating position in Europe may be weakened
as the threat of withdrawal could no long be used.
 At some stage in the future, the issue of whether to adopt the euro as the UK’s currency will
have to be faced.

Summary
Opinion polls are not as trustworthy as we once thought they were, given the margin of error they
suffered from in the 2015 general election. Even so, it is interesting that, in the summer of 2015, in
the Daily Telegraph ‘poll tracker’, an average of polls on how people intend to vote in the EU
referendum, the numbers came out: to stay in 53%, to leave 27%, with the rest to make up their
minds. This is quite a dramatic and clear indication of current opinion. As a word of warning,
however, the polls also show that opinion on the issue is very volatile. For example, it may be that
the recent flood of migrants from North Africa and the Middle East into southern Europe will
strengthen opinion against membership, as this would allow the UK to strengthen its borders.

Questions: Part A
1. Why is a referendum to be held on UK membership of the EU?
2. Provide a breakdown of results for the EU referendum – Scotland, Wales, North of England
and South of England (including turnout).
3. Assess the impact on UK politics based on the recent referendum result and for key
individuals and their future in politics (Boris Johnston, David Cameron etc.)

Questions: Part B
1. Name the leader for each of the major political parties and 3 key policies that they stand for.
2. Define the following key words: Democracy; Referendum; Mandate; Pressure Group;
Legitimacy.
3. Write a short summary on why you think young people fail to engage in politics.
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Subject
Context

Wider
research

A Level History
In September you will be starting the study of both topics (French Revolution
and the Tudors). In order to start this course with the momentum required it is
important that you have engaged with the 2 time periods and that you have
some background knowledge.
Tudors:
1. Use the following websites to help you to produce an overview timeline of
the Tudor dynasty.
http://tudorhistory.org/
http://europeanhistory.about.com/od/ukandireland/p/tudors.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/timelines/zxnbr82
 You timeline should start at 1485 and end in 1603
 You should include the dates that each monarch ruled
 You should include significant foreign policy events
 You should include significant religious changes
 You should include any rebellion against the crown
2. Read the genealogy of the Houses of York and Lancaster carefully.
 With a highlighter, trace the line that gives Henry VII a claim to the
throne of England (HINT: it is not straightforward and you will need to
look back a couple of generations)
 Add the following people onto the genealogy: Margaret of Burgundy &
Edward, Earl of Warwick, Richard de la Pole
3. Write a brief explanation of why Henry VII’s claim to the throne was
tenuous / challenged by rivals
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Tutor Genealogy
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Subject
Task

Purpose

A Level History – France in Revolution
Summarise Chapter 1 from ‘The French Revolution: A Very Short
Introduction’ by William Doyle (Oxford University Press, 2001) in no more
than 2 sides of A4. Your notes must be handwritten, not typed. Located on
school website under Bridging Materials.
1. To practise a key skill that you will need to develop in order to do well at A
Level History. There will be a lot of material to read over the next two
years, and you need to quickly find an effective and efficient way of
making notes on that material to refer back to in lessons, for home
learning or for revision.
2. To give you an insight into why the French Revolution is such an
important event in world history, and how its influence has echoed across
time and place.
Some handy hints















Read the chapter all the way through at least once before you do
anything. This will help you get a ‘general feeling’ about what the author is
saying. Look up any unfamiliar words in a dictionary.
Read the chapter again, this time with a pen or pencil in your hand. Jot
down in the margins any questions you have, or quick summaries of what
you’ve just read. Underline any key individuals, dates, events etc. Put an
asterisk or other symbol next to key parts of the text.
Don’t use highlighters – you usually end up highlighting too much and
missing what is really relevant. Additionally, when you refer back to your
chapter/ notes some weeks or months later, you may not remember why
you highlighted that section.
Now you start making your own notes. Remember to write legibly!
Don’t write everything out – summarise (a rough rule of thumb might be 2
– 3 sentences of your own notes per paragraph of text)
Always use your own words (unless you are quoting directly).
Use abbreviations (e.g. ‘F.R.’ for ‘French Revolution’; ‘LXVIII’ for ‘King
Louis XVIII’), but remember to include a key so you don’t forget what they
mean!
Make use of sub – headings, colour and symbols/ visual cues to break up
your notes and draw attention to the most important sections (e.g. a stick
man where you are talking about an important person; a smiley face for a
positive event/ result/ change)
Note down page references in case you want to go back to the original
text later in the course – this will make it easier to find the relevant
section.
Don’t write down anything that you don’t understand or doesn’t make
sense – there’s no point! Re – read it or ask somebody to help you clarify
the meaning.
Once you’ve finished, read through your notes – do they make sense?
Are there any omissions? Is any further explanation needed?
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A Level Italian
When you start this course you will be expected to have a sound grasp of
the past, present and future tenses and other core aspects of Italian
grammar.
All students will have different starting points and so varying amounts of
work will be required in order to begin the course at a similar point.
Wider
It is very important that you have a good understanding of basic tenses in
Reading
Italian.
(Grammar) We will revisit this grammar in year 12, but you will be setting yourself up
well if you have a good handle on your grammar. With that in mind you are
requested to revise the following tenses.
 Present
 Perfect (Passato Prossimo)
 Future (Futuro semplice)
 Imperfect (Imperfetto)
Subject
Context

You should revise how to conjugate these tense in all persons of the verb (I,
you, he/ she, we, you, they) with reference to the verbs you have to learn for
the vocab task below.
In order to do this, here are some resources for you to use:
http://italian.about.com/od/grammar/
http://www.language-gym.com/
http://www.languagesonline.org.uk/Hotpotatoes/Index.htm
https://conjuguemos.com/

Reading
task

You may also wish to buy an Italian grammar book to aid your revision.
There are lots of books available. Remember to check Amazon before
investing in a brand new copy.
Recommended book:
 Schaum's Outline of Italian Grammar: ISBN-10: 0071823603
There will be a test at the start of the Autumn term on tenses to
establish your current level.
Reading is an important part of the course, both for understanding longer
texts, and for increasing vocabulary and grammatical awareness.
For the start of the summer term, we would like you to read 3 articles and
summarise them in English (Italian if you wish). News stories should be
about something that you find interesting, or something that is relevant to
the topics you will study. The length of them may vary. You should print out
the article, summarise it, and provide a list of key vocabulary. That way we
can share articles around the group for further reading practice.
Here are some websites that you may find useful.
• http://ilmioprimoquotidiano.it
• http://www.ilmacaone.it
• http://www.focusjunior.it
• http://www.ilgiornale.it/tag/adolescenti.html
• http://www.raiscuola.rai.it/direttatv.aspx
• http://www.repubblica.it/
• http://www.corriere.it/
• http://www.lastampa.it/
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Vocab
task

Join the following quizlet class: https://quizlet.com/join/Ztu7W4mcd
In that class there is a set of verbs called Important Italian verbs:
https://quizlet.com/142531056/important-italian-verbs-flash-cards/?new
You will be expected to learn these verbs for a vocab test in
September.

Written
task

You will also be expected to use these verbs in the perfect, imperfect,
present and future tenses, so bear this in mind when revising the grammar
mentioned above.
You are also expected to write 300 words about yourself and your
interests (past, present and future) entitled ‘Mi Presento’ in Italian ready
for the first lesson back. These will be taken in and marked as part of a
baseline assessment.
This is your opportunity to show what you can do but don’t be tempted to
visit Mr Gobbledegoogle! Also, avoid looking up every word, which is a sure
sign you are overcomplicating your work. Stick to the structures you learnt at
GCSE, as these are what will be built upon at A level.
Things to include: Info regarding family and friends; What are you like as a
person/ student; Your interests; What did you do over the summer holidays;
Your ambitions for the future.
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings/
research

A Level Mathematics & Further Mathematics
It is possible that over the summer that some of the key areas of GCSE maths crucial
to the sixth form courses will become very rusty or in fact may never have been fully
understood in the first instance. What follows is a compulsory course which will make
sure that the start of your A level in maths goes smoothly. Please make sure you
master the techniques and not let them master you in September 2016.
Go to the mymaths web site (the school login is ‘harrogategs’ and the password is
‘graph6’) and complete the following lessons/tutorials making sure that you move on to
the online homework and achieve 80% in all the assessments.
Topic

Written
tasks

Level/Grade

Adding Fractions
6/D
Indices 1,2
7,8/C,B
Factorising Linear
6/D
Factorising Quadratics 1,2
8/B
Cancelling Algebraic Fractions
A
Adding Algebraic Fractions
A
Quadratic Equations
/B
Quadratic Formula
8/B
Simultaneous Linear Equations 1,2,3
8/B
Re –arranging 1,2
7,8/C,B
Pythagoras Theorem
7/C
Trigonometry Missing Angle, Sides
8/B
Midpoints and line length
8/B
y=mx+c
8/B
Equation of a line 2
7/C
Written tasks:
1. Full worked solutions on file paper to the 24 questions from the Introduction
and Core question sheets below.
2. Worked solutions to the Algebra level 3 paper provided, written up on the
question paper.
Please attempt all questions using any available resources to do this.
3. An additional option for Further Maths students and anyone else who enjoys a
challenge, is to provide full solutions to as many of the 10 questions as
possible on the extension sheet.
Deadline – Wednesday 7 September 2016.

INTRODUCTION QUESTIONS
5
2
1
1. Evaluate (i) 8 + 3
(ii) 9 2. Simplify

(i) 𝑦 6 x 𝑦 4

3. Evaluate (i) 5−2

1
36

(ii) 𝑦 7 ÷ 𝑦 4
(ii) 50

4. Factorise (i) 𝑥 2 + 8𝑥 + 15 (ii) 𝑥 2 + 𝑥 − 6
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5. Simplify

(i)

6. Simplify

(i)

6(𝑥+2)
2(𝑥+2)(𝑥+3)

1
𝑎

+

(ii)

1
𝑏

(ii)

𝑥2𝑦 + 𝑦
𝑦

1
𝑎

-

1
𝑏

7. Find the missing value 𝑥.
(i)
12𝑐𝑚

(ii)
𝑥

6𝑐𝑚

20⁰
𝑥
4𝑐𝑚
8. Solve correct to 2 d.p.

𝑥² + 7𝑥 + 2 = 0

9. Make 𝑦 the subject of the formula (i) 4𝑦 + 3𝑚 = 10
(ii) 3 − 𝑦 = 𝑥
10. Solve 2𝑥 + 3𝑦 = 26
5𝑥 + 6𝑦 = 59

B
(10, 4)

11. Find the length of the line i) AB
ii) AC

A
(2, 1)

12. Find the gradient of the line i) AB
ii) AC



(5, -2)

C

CORE QUESTIONS
1. Evaluate without a calculator:
2

1

(i)

53 ÷ 24

(iii)

2 4 × (1 4 + 4 5)

1

(ii)
1

2

1

3

3 − (1 4 + 1 7)

2. Simplify:
(i)

𝑡16 ÷ 𝑡 −2

(iii) (3𝑦)4

(ii)

34 ÷ (3 × 32 )

(iv)

(4𝑦2 )

2𝑥 3

34

3. Evaluate without a calculator:
(i)

100

1

1
2

(ii)

81

(iv)

8 3
(27)

(iii)

2−4

−5

3
4

(v)

9 2
(16)

4. Factorise fully:
(i)

𝑥 2 − 𝑏2

(ii)

4 − 36𝑥 2

(iii)

2ℎ2 + 10ℎ + 12

(iv)

2𝑦 2 +11y+12

5. Simplify:
(i)

9𝑎 2 𝑏𝑐 2
6𝑎 4 𝑏𝑐 3

(ii)

𝑥 2 −1
𝑥+1

(iii)

4𝑥 2 +14𝑥+6
12𝑥 2 +14𝑥+4

(iv)

𝑥 2 −9
𝑥 2 +4𝑥+3

(v)

4𝑦 2 −9
4𝑦+6

(vi)

8𝑦𝑥
6𝑥 3 𝑦 2 −4𝑥𝑦 2

6. Express as a single fraction
(i)

4
𝑥2

5
𝑥

(ii)

1
𝑎𝑏

(iii)

14
5
− 𝑥+1
3𝑥+2

(iv)

𝑎
𝑎+7

−

+

1
𝑎𝑐

+

1
𝑏𝑐

3𝑎

+ 𝑎−2

7. Find the missing value 𝑥.
(i)

(ii)
𝑥

70⁰

8cm

65⁰

𝑥

10cm
8. Solve using the formula correct to 2dp
(i)
10𝑦 2 − 6𝑦 − 15 = 0
9. Make t the subject of the formula
(i)

𝑝𝑡 2 = 𝑞

(iii)
𝑦=
10. Solve:

1−3𝑡
𝑡+2

(ii)

(ii)

𝑡
2

(iv)

𝑡+𝑎−𝑏
𝑎+𝑏

𝑎+2
𝑎

𝑎

= 2𝑎−5
1

+𝑦−1=2
=

𝑡+𝑏
𝑎

3𝑦 − 4𝑥 = 1
(ii)
2𝑦 − 3𝑥 = 4
2𝑦 + 𝑥 = 8
5𝑦 + 10𝑥 = 45
11. Find the distance between (4, 6) and (-3, 2)
(i)

12. Find the gradient of the line joining (-1, -4) to (-5, 6)
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EXTENSION QUESTIONS
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Subject

Core Maths
Answer all questions.
Please submit your answers in the first Core Maths lesson in September.

Task

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46
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Subject
Context

BTEC Music
The BTEC Music course is predominately made up of practical performances,
which gather evidence. These fall into 6 units, which are covered over the 2
years. The main focuses of these units are improvisation in different styles,
planning and delivering a live event and practicing to improve technique.

Listening

The most important thing you can do to prepare for the course is to listen to
as much music as possible from as many different genres as possible. Do not
limit yourself to your ‘favourite’ music but instead explore genres as diverse
as Jazz, Latin, Metal, Punk, Funk, Disco etc. Listen with a critical ear and
start having ideas as to what makes each genre musically distinctive.

Playing

Your ability to play your instrument to the highest possible standard is crucial
to success in the BTEC. You should be practicing regularly to improve your
playing. It is quite common for musicians to practise many hours every day.
To prepare for the course you should start implementing a regular practice
regime.

Written
tasks

To aid this improvement of your playing, which is so crucial, you need to
create at least 3 SMART goals. These need to be Specific eg: I want to be
able to play all major and minor scales on my instrument, Measurable eg:
Being able to play all the major and minor scales at a stated time, Attainable
eg: This is possible to achieve this with work, Relevant: eg: This will improve
my ability to improvise and Time bound eg: I will be able to do this by the end
of the summer holiday. Write down your SMART targets for BTEC Music to
show your new teacher
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Subject
Context

A Level Music
Part of the A level is the study of the Western classical tradition from 1650–
1910. This includes:
Baroque: the solo concerto
Classical: the operas of Mozart
Romantic: the piano music of Chopin, Brahms and Grieg.
Have a listen to the below. Much of it will be unfamiliar to you but have an
open mind and ears!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCWeq8xH-5A
Purcell – sonata for Trumpet and Strings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wslm1ZL9EI8
Chopin Ballad No 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqBzK5tKFVc
Brahms Intermezzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWcdbjsgQNQ
Bach Violin Concerto in A minor

Listening

Make some initial thoughts on the pieces. Which do you like? Which do
you find difficult to listen to? Can you think of the reasons why? What are
the differences between the three areas?
THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO - Mozart
Mozart's opera 'The Marriage of Figaro' is regarded as one of the greatest
operas ever written and by many as one of the greatest pieces of music
ever written. Read the synopsis on Firefly so that you have a good
understanding of the story.
Have a listen to the extracts from The Marriage of Figaro on Firefly. Have a
think about what are the differences between an opera and a musical or if
there are any? As in a musical there are different ensembles (duets, trios,
quartets, quintets) as well as solos.
Below is an excellent BBC Radio programme on Act 2 of 'The Marriage of
Figaro'. Listen to it and make notes of anything you find interesting. It lasts
just over an hour.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01yh2rt
Below is a very famous scene from the film 'Shawshank Redemption'
containing an extract from ‘The Marriage of Figaro’. Was it worth 2 weeks
in solitary confinement?!
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=azWVPWGUE1M
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Subject
Context
Wider
readings

Level 3 BTEC Subsidiary Diploma in Performing Arts (Acting)
When you start this course we will study the work of Steven Berkoff.
Read one of Berkoff’s plays. For example West, Decadence or Greek.
Challenge readings

Wider
research

Read a play that is similar in style to Berkoff’s work.
Research the life and works of Steven Berkoff.
Challenge research

Written
tasks

Research the political, social and cultural factors that might have influenced
Steven Berkoff’s work.
Write a review for each of the plays from the tasks above. The review must
reference the research that you have carried out in ‘wider research’. Each
review should be a minimum of 500 words.
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Subject
Context

A Level Photography
Reading and research
Central in developing your knowledge, skills and understanding of photography
is your engagement with reading and research about photographers and
photographic techniques, equipment and materials. Having an understanding of
the history of photography and the most influential photographers of the past
and present is as important and developing your photographic skills.
Bringing all this together with comprehensive evidence in your work through
written and visual analysis will help your deeper understanding of photography
and demonstrate the level of engagement in the course and subject.
Across all of the assessment objectives is the judgment of your work and how
you have made connection with the work of others, techniques, processes and
equipment.
Task one will help you get off to a great start before your return in September. I
have also included a basic photography book with information you should all be
familiar with when starting the course. We will be addressing many of the
sections on the course but reading through it will help give you a great start.
Please download the app 'iTunes U' from the App Store. Click on the + button
and link enroll on our comprehensive course with this code.
FEJ-NTT-FJJ
Task one
On our iTunes U course (See Below) is a simple template in the bridging
material section which is an example of how you can research and respond to
the work of a photographer. Add to the template with 5 further photographers
with the information page and your own 3 images in response to their work with
analysis and evaluation of both their work and your own in response. (ITunes U
accessibly via an ipad or PC.
The information page should have a brief biography and your own analysis of
their work. Discuss their techniques, what they were particularly famous or wellknown for and why you chose to use them to inspire your own work. When
commenting on your own work relate the information back to the photographer
and add a comment about what you were aiming for and what worked well and
what you would do differently in the future.
Choose 3 from the list below and add 2 of your own. Be careful to choose
successful photographers who you can find out information about. The Internet
is jam packed with great and not so great photographers so be careful when
choosing. Add 3 from the list below and add two further of your own choice:
Steve McCurry
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Ansel Adams
Sebastian Salgado
Karl Blossfledt
Henri Cartier Bresson Bill Brant
Martin Parr
Sam Taylor-Wood
Richard Avedon
Diana Arbus
Rene Burri
Task two
Using the theme of 'People and Places', join and produce a Flickr site with at
least 50 photographs. Remember your user name and password. How you
interpret this theme is entirely up to you. Hopefully task one will help inform and
inspire you to decide on what photographs to take.
You should aim to have a range of at least 4 different photo shoots, some black
and white images and colour, different shape formats i.e. square, 3:4, 16:9, 4:5
etc. and landscape and portrait shapes and indoor and outdoor shots.
Task three
Further reading. Second hand books from charity shops are a cheap and easy
way to gain lots of information about photography, both in terms of people's
work and techniques, equipment and processes. You can also find collections
of magazines second hand. The library is also a good place to find books to
borrow.
Your task is to purchase 2 books, one about photographers and one about
photography. This can be either digital or traditional photography. Your
challenge is to do this for under £6! These will be really useful additions to your
resources. There are also lots of stuff for the iPad such as M Magazine, Snap,
world of photography, etc search for them in the App Store, many are free and
are updated regularly.
If you don't use the app Flipboard then you are also missing out. Check it out,
you can search for the latest information about photography really easily and it
updates constantly with new stuff.
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A Level Physical Education
30% of your A-level Physical Education grade will come from your practical
assessment. For this assessment you must choose one activity, taking on
the role of performer or coach. In order to be assessed in your activity it is
essential you understand what criteria you will be judged against and begin
to produce video footage to evidence your ability. The bridging tasks
outlined below will enable you to begin collecting your video footage and
also help you make a good start to the theoretical content of the course.
Compulsory
1. Visit the AQA website, or use this link –
tasks
http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/pe/specifications/AQA-7582SP-2016-V1-0.PDF to save a copy of the specification PDF.
2. Search for your chosen physical activities. You will need to find the
criteria page (this can be found in section 4.5 which starts at page
32) and print off a copy/make a copy of the criteria for practical
assessment.
3. The video must be taken from a competitive situation, e.g. a full size,
11-a-side football match or 6-a-side volleyball match.
4.
You will be given guidance on how best to film your performance before the
summer break. In the meantime you can search YouTube for examples of
‘A2’ videos. Although these will differ slightly (they are in the old format and
may be broken down into attacking, defending and tactical sections) they
will give you an idea of the raw footage you will need to collect. We will give
you further guidance on how best to edit the footage into the new format in
September.
Subject
Context

https://www.youtube.com/
Compulsory The first topic covered in A-level Physical Education is “Aspects of
reading
Personality”. You should prepare for this by researching the work of
tasks
Eysenck, Cattell, Hollander, Lewin and Bandura and taking notes of
information you feel is relevant to:





Understanding of the nature vs nurture debate in the development of
personality.
Trait and Social Learning Theories
The “Interactionist” perspective (Hollander, Lewin)
How knowledge of interactionist perspective can improve
performance.
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Subject

Context

Wider
readings

AS Physics
The A level Physics course requires the application of certain mathematical
skills. Regardless of whether you are also doing any post-16 mathematics
qualifications, you will need to ensure that these skills are developed and
maintained. Within a few weeks of the start of the Autumn Term, we will be
giving you an assessment to check these skills and so we can identify who
needs additional help.
The following online resources will give you an overview of the basic ideas
encountered in the first term.
 The Particle Adventure
durpdg.dur.ac.uk/lbl/particleadventure/index.html
 The Particle Detectives (part of the LHC website)
www.lhc.ac.uk/The+Particle+Detectives/15273.aspx
Challenge activity:
 Galaxy Zoo – carry out your own analysis of galaxies to help the
scientific community
www.galaxyzoo.org

Wider
research

The following online sources will give you further insight into the universe!
 The Elegant Universe - TV program
www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/elegant/program.html
 Richard Feynman lectures:
http://www.vega.org.uk/video/subseries/8

Written
tasks

Download the Induction Work booklet for AS Physics from the school website.
Read through it carefully, paying particular note to the worked examples.
Then either:
 Print out the question sheets and front cover, and hand write your
answers, ready for submission in your first lesson in September (this
is the preferred option)
Use an electronic device to write your answers directly onto the PDF, ready
for online submission on Wednesday 7 September.
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Subject
Context

A Level Product Design
When you start this course we will study 20th century design movements to
develop and consolidate your understanding of how design has evolved and
responded to a changing world. A thorough knowledge of previous designers
and design movements is a prerequisite for the projects and examinations
undertaken in the year.

Wider
Reading

The following online articles will give you an overview of 20th century design
www.vam.ac.uk
www.designmuseum.org
www.designcouncil.org.uk

Wider
Research

Written
Task

Challenge readings
www.tribu-design.com/en/
The following online sources will give you an insight into the history, specific
designers and design movements
You tube - "Genius of Design"
You tube - "Dieter Rams"
You tube - "Jonathan Ives - Objectified"
www.dyson.co.uk
Challenge research
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/engineering-andtechnology/design-and-innovation/design/design-nutshell
You must research two prominent design movements from the last 100 years
and answer the set question from a recent AQA examination. Your answer
should be approximately 500 words and can include any relevant images:
1. Research
Choose x2 design movements (eg. Art Deco, Bauhaus (modernism),Memphis
(post modernism), Blobism post 80's)
Research the design criteria that defines the movement (materials,
processes, shapes/form, technology that existed, typical designers)
Collect a range of images of products that clearly demonstrate the criteria for
the chosen movements.
Use images / sketches and notes to show what features of the product typify
the movement.
Present on x2 sheets of A3 with images, sketches and neatly written notes
OR NO MORE than X4 slides on a PowerPoint presentation
2. Complete the exam question
For two design movements/ periods of your choice, analyse in depth a range
of products that you think meet their criteria for design. [2x14 marks]
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings

A Level Psychology 1
In the first term of this course you will be learning about the problems relying on
our memory in eyewitness situations. By the end of the topic you will be
expected to write a 12 -16 mark essay on topics such as “Outline and evaluate
research into the accuracy of eyewitness testimony”.
The following online articles will give you an overview of the basic ideas
encountered in the first term:
http://aspsychologyblackpoolsixth.weebly.com/ewt--anxiety.html
http://www.simplypsychology.org/loftus-palmer.html
http://www.spring.org.uk/2008/02/implanting-false-memories-lost-in-mall.php
http://www.criminalprofiling.com/The-problem-with-eyewitnesses_s1048.html
Challenge readings:
http://faculty.washington.edu/eloftus/Articles/2003Nature.pdf
https://webfiles.uci.edu/eloftus/LoftusLoftusMessoWeaponFocusLPagesHB87.p
df
http://faculty.washington.edu/eloftus/Articles/IssuesInScienceTechnology02%20
vol%2018.pdf

Wider
research

The following videos will help you understand even further the problems with
eyewitness testimony:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/broadband/tx/memory/fals
e/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQr_IJvYzbA
http://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_loftus_the_fiction_of_memory
Challenge research
http://www.ted.com/talks/scott_fraser_the_problem_with_eyewitness_testimony

Written
tasks

1
2

Written tasks:
Write a short paragraph explaining what is meant by the term ‘weapon focus’.
Imagine that you have been arrested for a crime that you didn’t commit.
Eyewitnesses have placed you at the scene of the crime. Write a 500 word
statement that could be given in court explaining the problems with eyewitness
testimony and why it cannot be relied upon in this case. Reference Loftus’
research in your statement.
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Subject
Context

A Level Psychology 2
Children’s development
In psychology you will learn about how children develop secure attachments
with adults. But what happens when a child does not have loving adults
around them to give them attention? And what can be done to help such
children? Some answers to these questions can be found by studying children
who have been raised from young ages in very poor quality institutions.
In this work I would like you to listen to and watch two programmes relating to
children who were raised in orphanages in Romania. Psychologists study
topics that are very sensitive and I have not set this work with the intention of
upsetting you, but to help you begin to learn about the difficult but very
important work that psychologists and other professionals do. We will come
back to what you learn during your first term in the sixth form.

Wider
learning

Professor Michael Rutter studied Romanian children who had spent some of
their early life in poor quality orphanages and who were then adopted to British
families. He aimed to monitor the effects of their early difficult experiences on
their physical, intellectual and social development. You need to listen to this
radio programme to learn more about this study and to answer the questions
below.
“Romanian Orphanage Babies: 21 Years On” (from All in the Mind, BBC
Radio 4, 11th October 2011)
To find this radio program type in the link below (or type in these terms:
“Romanian Orphanage Babies: 21 Years On” (from All in the Mind, BBC Radio
4, October 2011).
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/console/b015p62y
While you are listening, briefly answer these questions about Rutter’s study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why were there so many abandoned children in Romania?
In what ways were the children neglected?
How old were the children when they were followed up?
What proportion of children went on to catch up and recover well?
Which group of children are more vulnerable to serious problems?
What effects were there on the children’s social or emotional
development?
7. What effects were there on the children’s physical (brain)
development?

Wider
research

To hear about the experience of a child growing up in care in the UK listen to
this talk by the poet Lemn Sissay.
https://www.ted.com/talks/lemn_sissay_a_child_of_the_state?language=en
To find out more about the impact of institutional care on children, watch this
short, 10 minute lecture by Georgette Mulheir. She works for a charity Lumos
set up by J.K Rowling to try and replace institutional care with good quality
foster care.
http://www.ted.com/talks/georgette_mulheir_the_tragedy_of_orphanages.html
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You could also use the internet to find out more about fostering, adoption and
looked-after children in the UK. The NSPCC website may be useful here. Try
to find some positive experiences of children who have been fostered or
adopted.
Written
task

Having found out more about the effects of poor quality care in institutions, I
would like you to imagine that you have been asked to write a short report to
present to a Member of Parliament putting forward some recommendations for
how to protect children who cannot be looked after by their parents in the UK
and other parts of the world.
Your report should be no more than 400 words long. It should begin with a
summary of the negative effects of institutional care, backing up your points
with evidence. It should then outline two to three suggestions for how we could
minimise the negative effects on children.
This report needs to be handed in on Wednesday 7 September.
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Subject
Context

A Level Religious Studies: Philosophy of Religion and Ethics

Your A Level course consists of two units: Philosophy of Religion &
Ethics and Medical Ethics. You will study a number of topics within
each unit and this piece of work is to give you an introduction to some
key ideas.
Ethics
 Meta-Ethics
 Deontological Ethics
 Teleological Ethics
 Determinism and Free Will
Buddhism
 Religious Figures and Sacred Texts in Buddhism
 Key Religious Concepts in Buddhism
 Social and Historical Developments in Buddhism
 Religious Practice in Buddhism

Wider
readings
& other
resources

Philosophy of Religion
 Arguments for the Existence of God
 Challenges to religious belief
 Religious Experience
Religious Language
Ethics:
The following online articles and visual clips will give you an overview
of the basic ideas encountered in the first term of Ethics:
The Moral Side of Murder
Putting a Price Tag On
A Lesson in Lying
https://www.ted.com/talks/tom_honey_on_god_and_the_tsunami
http://infidels.org/library/historical/w_k_clifford/ethics_of_belief.html
Buddhism:
The following online articles and visual clips will give you an overview
of the basic ideas encountered in the first term of Ethics:
BBC Religions: The Buddha
About Buddhism: Siddhartha Gautama
Animated World Faiths: The Life of the Buddha

Wider
research

Ethics:

https://www.ted.com/talks/alain_de_botton_atheism_2_0
Is there ahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFIyhseYTWg real you?
http://www.reasonablefaith.org/god-is-not-dead-yet
Buddhism:
The Life of Buddha and Its Lessons By H.S. Olcott
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Written
tasks

Ethics:
Choose a moral issue and write a 500 essay outlining that issue along
with religious and non-religious arguments relating to your chosen
issue. You should also offer your own opinion and why you think you
are right.
Buddhism:
Write a 500 word summary of the life of Siddhartha Gautama. Think
about those key points in his life that will have had the greatest impact
on Buddhism.
Philosophy:
You are not required to do any reading or written tasks prior to the
beginning of the philosophy course.
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Subject
Context

AS Sociology
As an introduction to sociology you will be introduced to a wide range of new
ideas about the way the society around you is organised and what influences
the way people behave.
There is a debate about whether the way humans behave is determined by
nature (biology) or nurture (society). Sociologists tend to argue that human
behaviour is learnt from the society around us (nurture).
The following task aims to get you thinking and writing about the importance of
society and the influence it has on behaviour.
Feral Children are children who have not been brought up by humans so have
not been socialised in the way we would expect. They raise important
questions…
1. Why do humans act the way we do?
2. How would we act if we were not raised by other humans?
3. Is our behaviour genetic or learnt?

The process through which we learn about society is called socialisation and
this can influence many aspects of how we act; our expected behaviour as a
child, as a male or female and even our expectations of falling in love. You
need to be able to understand the process of socialisation and how it influences
us.
Wider
readings /
viewings

The following online articles will give you a glimpse at some of the basic ideas
on the issues of socialisation and feral children. The last one on Feral Children
contains an 8 minute video at the end that you should watch.
Socialisation
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/body-mind/childhood-youth/childhood-andyouth-studies/childhood/what-socialisation
http://anthro.palomar.edu/social/soc_1.htm
Feral Children
http://listverse.com/2008/03/07/10-modern-cases-of-feral-children/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/3653890/Cry-of-an-enfantsauvage.html
https://keepinitrealevanston.wordpress.com/2013/06/23/meet-oxana-malayathe-dog-girl/
Gender Socialisation
https://www.sparknotes.com/sociology/socialization/section4.rhtml
http://www.unicef.org/earlychildhood/index_40749.html
https://www.boundless.com/sociology/textbooks/boundless-sociologytextbook/gender-stratification-and-inequality-11/gender-and-socialization86/gender-socialization-495-3393/
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Wider
research

Anne Oakley is a feminist sociologist who looked at the importance of gender
role socialisation in controlling women in society, these are some of her ideas.
http://www.sociology.org.uk/revtece1.htm?tecoak.htm

Written
tasks

You are to write two 500 word discussions on the following:
1. How do Feral Children provide evidence that human behaviour is learnt
rather than genetic? Use Oxana Malaya’s behaviour to provide
examples to support your answer.
2. ‘Gender is learnt’. Provide examples of gender role socialisation that
suggest men and women learn how to act in a ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’
way. Do you agree or disagree with the statement?
The written discussions need to be ready for submission on Wednesday 7
September and needs to be brought to the lesson as a finished printed
document.
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Subject
Context

Wider
readings /
research

BTEC Sport
When you start this course we will study a module on Anatomy & Physiology.
By the end of this topic you must be able name all major muscles, bones and
joints in the human body in addition to being able to state the 5 functions of the
skeletal system.
The following online articles will give you an overview of the basic ideas
encountered in the first term:
http://www.teachpe.com/anatomy/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/pe/appliedanatomy/
Challenge readings
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/health-and-medicine/human-anatomyand-physiology

Written
tasks

Task 1 – you must produce document which includes:
 A description of the five main functions of the skeleton
 A labelled diagram of the skeleton with all major bones labelled and
include the different parts of the vertebral column.
 You must show the differences between the axial and appendicular
skeleton- highlighting the bones and joints that belong to each on an
illustration of the skeleton and their function.
 Illustrate the different types of bone and their functions (link structure to
function). Include long, short, flat irregular and sesamoid bones with
examples.
Task 2. – Also include in the document:
 A description of the three different classifications of joints
(supported with diagrams). Include fixed, semi moveable and
synovial joints.
 A description of each (six) synovial joint (with diagrams) and state
the movement allowed at each, use examples from sport to support
this.
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Subject
Context

Grammar

A Level Spanish
When you start this course you will be expected to have a sound grasp of the
past, present and future tenses and other core aspects of Spanish
grammar.
All students will have different starting points and so varying amounts of work
will be required in order to begin the course at a similar point. Practice makes
perfect!
Complete the following exercises for your first lesson back. Please do the
exercises on a sheet of paper or print them when completed. Use
wordreference.com to help you with any unfamiliar vocabulary.
Defininte and indefinite articles
Complete these grammar exercises:
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/articulos1.php
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/articulos2.php
Adjectives
Complete this grammar exercise:
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/nacionalidades1.php
Revise how to form adverbs
Complete this grammar exercise:
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/adverbs1.php
Revise present tense conjugation
Complete this grammar exercise
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/chart_pres.php
Revise the uses of the preterite and imperfect tenses
Complete this grammar exercise:
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/superhombre.php
Revise future tense conjugation
Complete this grammar exercise:
https://personal.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/future1.php
Extension: You are encouraged to complete any other exercises as
independence is highly valued.

Vocabulary

Cultural
and Written
Task

A useful grammar book that you could buy which has explanations for all
tenses and grammar points is ‘Acción Gramática: A new advanced Spanish
grammar’ by Phil Turk and Mike Zollo.
‘Palabra por Palabra’ by Phil Turk has useful topic vocabulary and essay
phrases.
You will need to build up a bank of vocabulary related to the different topics
that we will study during the year, as this will aid you in essay and exam
preparation.
Here are some Quizlet sets of vocabulary for you to start learning
http://quizlet.com/44048068/common-spanish-verbs-as-level-flash-cards/
http://quizlet.com/103621/15-of-the-most-common-spanish-verbs-pastpresent-future-flash-cards/
1) Watch la Lengua de las Mariposas ( you can watch a version on Youtube)
Key Characters: Moncho, Andrés, Rosa, Ramón, Don Gregorio,
Roque, Aurora
2) Make a vocabulary mind map linked to the film
3) You are expected to write 100-200 words on one of the following:
 your opinions on the film
64





Wider
research

a character analysis
a summary of the film
analysis of some of the themes

Focus on producing an accurate piece of writing. You should demonstrate
what you can do within this specific topic. You can use a dictionary to
research vocabulary but you must not use a translator.
Cultural knowledge is an important part of the A Level syllabus. Therefore we
would like you to create a fact file on an aspect of Hispanic culture or custom.
Here are some ideas to help you:
Fiestas - e.g. La Tomatina, Las Fallas, San Fermín, Semana Santa, Feria de
Abril, Carnava
Spanish food and gastronomy, tapas culture
The Spanish Royal family
Tango in Argentina
Football in South America
El Día de los Muertos in México
The rule of Franco in Spain
Any Hispanic films you have seen (other than La Lengua de las Mariposas)
Hispanic film stars- Penelope Cruz, Antonio Banderas, Javier Bardem, Gael
Garcia Bernal
Famous Hispanic sports people e.g. Fernando Torres, Rafa Nadal, Gerard
Piqué
Or any other topic of your choice.
The fact file can be in simple Spanish and you can include pictures if you
would like.
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